Voyager™ Mobile Criminal Justice Solutions

Voyager Query provides law enforcement with immediate access to critical criminal justice data right at their fingertips. Run wants and warrants right from your mobile device. Voyager’s nationwide Software as a Service (SaaS) infrastructure allows authorized agencies to access critical Criminal Justice Information Services (CJIS) compliant data over any wireless data network. The ability to message among and between multiple users and agencies provides a new level of information sharing capability. This collection of core features enables agencies to cost effectively support information sharing and crime reduction programs, enhancing eligibility for Byrne Grants and other funding options.
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Voyager™ Mobile Criminal Justice Solutions

Optimized for all Wireless Networks
Voyager Query, built using Voyager Mobility Studio, is designed to run at the highest possible speed over all IP-based public or private wireless networks. Agencies can run on dedicated or Software as a Service (SaaS) servers, based on IT management and budget requirements.

Delivering for Law Enforcement
The Salient CRGT commitment to supporting government and public safety agencies is unparalleled. We call our approach "Service First." Whether you are looking to deploy a single unit on a shared server, an agency wide enterprise implementation, or a full, outsourced solution, Salient CRGT delivers.

Solution Management
▶ Device set up and management
▶ User set up and training
▶ CTA wireless access approval support coordinated with your agency TAC officer
▶ Program outsourcing for devices, carriers, and custom development

Deployment Options
▶ SaaS available in more than 20 states
▶ CAD, RMS, and local database integration to support statusing, presence, and silent dispatch
▶ Technology acquisition programs including: software licensing, leasing, and monthly subscription options

Service First customer service with 7-day/24-hour/365-day support. Salient CRGT provides comprehensive support including implementation, training, and ongoing technical and user support. Our Service First attitude makes us part of your agency’s IT team.

Features and Benefits
▶ Runs on all popular smartphones, tablets, and wireless networks
▶ Information sharing including inter and intra agency messaging and database linking between agencies on shared servers
▶ FBI CJIS Security including 140-2 certification and compliance with AES 128-bit or higher end-to-end encryption
▶ NCIC 2000 and NIBRS compliant instantaneous / real-time query responses eliminates the restriction of how many queries can be run simultaneously
▶ Extensive transaction logging of all queries for FBI and CTA auditing and agency/use reporting via a secure web portal
▶ Audible alerts on hits and notification
▶ Integrates to electronic citations
▶ HAZMAT codes and guidelines